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Abstract

While self-supervised representation learning (SSL) has
proved to be effective in the large model, there is still a
huge gap between the SSL and supervised method in the
lightweight model when following the same solution. We
delve into this problem and find that the lightweight model
is prone to collapse in semantic space when simply perform-
ing instance-wise contrast. To address this issue, we propose a
relation-wise contrastive paradigm with Relation Knowledge
Distillation (ReKD). We introduce a heterogeneous teacher
to explicitly mine the semantic information and transfer-
ring a novel relation knowledge to the student (lightweight
model). The theoretical analysis supports our main concern
about instance-wise contrast and verify the effectiveness of
our relation-wise contrastive learning. Extensive experimen-
tal results also demonstrate that our method achieves signif-
icant improvements on multiple lightweight models. Partic-
ularly, the linear evaluation on AlexNet obviously improves
the current state-of-art from 44.7% to 50.1% , which is the
first work to get close to the supervised (50.5%). Code will
be made available.

Introduction
The rise of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN)
has led to significant success in computer vision bench-
marks. Such success relies heavily on massive labeled
datasets, which are prohibitively expensive to obtain. There-
fore, self-supervised learning (SSL), an effective way to
learn visual representations from unlabeled data, has at-
tracted widespread attention among researchers. A variety
of different self-defined pretext tasks (Komodakis and Gi-
daris 2018; Feng, Xu, and Tao 2019; Zhang, Isola, and Efros
2016; Noroozi and Favaro 2016; Zhang et al. 2019) have
been proposed. Recently, instance discrimination (Wu et al.
2018; He et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020b,a; Grill et al. 2020)
has emerged as a dominant pretext task in unsupervised
learning. This task considers each image in the dataset as
an independent class, which makes the model learn discrim-
inative feature under contrastive objective.

The renewed interest in exploring contrastive learning has
derived several awesome works (Chen et al. 2020b; Grill
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Figure 1: Different contrastive learning paradigms. Large
model has better semantic feature space (a) than lightweight
model (b) under the “one-positive” instance-wise contrastive
learning. (c) Our ReKD builds the relation between the in-
stances in semantic space for lightweight model, which roles
as semantic label in supervised contrastive learning (d).

et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020a; Caron et al. 2020), some
even close the gap between unsupervised-based method and
supervised-based method, which attracts more researches’
attention into this field. However, these works focused on
how to boost the performance of large models like ResNet-
50 and ResNet-50x4, and rare of them paid attention to the
lightweight models like MobileNet (Howard et al. 2019) and
EfficientNet (Tan and Le 2019). In practice, engineers prefer
to select efficient models with low computational complex-
ity and the least storage requirements, which make them eas-
ier to deploy in real-time applications, such as video surveil-
lance and autonomous vehicles. Therefore, we pay attention
to the SSL on lightweight models’ performance. However,
the gap between the unsupervised method and supervised
method is rather huge in lightweight models. Specifically,
we find that MobileNet and EfficientNet are the most typi-
cal examples, whose supervised training accuracy is 75.2%
and 77.1%, but their unsupervised linear evaluation accura-
cies using MoCov2 are only 33.3% and 37.9%, which is far
from satisfying when compared to ResNet-50’s result on su-
pervised (76.5%) and unsupervised (67.6%) training. Mean-
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while, the similar conclusion is observed in some recent
works (Fang et al. 2020; Abbasi Koohpayegani, Tejankar,
and Pirsiavash 2020). Based on the practical usage of the
lightweight model but with large margin exists in unsuper-
vised training, this becomes a problem demanding prompt
solution for the community.

In this work, we delve into the unsupervised learning
and find that those instance-based methods all share a com-
mon issue: instances that expect to be close are undesirably
pushed apart in the embedding space regardless of the in-
trinsic semantics in the instance, which might leads to the
wrong optimization direction eventually. In our work, we
term this phenomenon in SSL as semantic collapse. We also
observe that this phenomenon varies in different capacity
models. The large model that has a superior feature repre-
sentation, where similar semantic instances are closer than
the lightweight model in the embedding space, is less likely
to be involved into semantic collapse (See Fig. 1(a)/(b)).
The tiny accuracy gap between unsupervised and super-
vised training in the large model proves this. In contrast,
the lightweight model with low capacity may easily fall
into the semantic trap if using instance-wise contrast (See
Fig. 1(a)/(d)), which is detrimental to learn a generalized
feature representation.

To solve this issue, we present a Relation Knowledge
Distillation (ReKD) for contrastive learning, which is tai-
lored for lightweight model with junior capacity in feature
representation. In ReKD, a relation knowledge is proposed
to explicitly build the relation between the instances in the
semantic space. This knowledge can alleviate the seman-
tic collapse existing in instance-based methods, where the
semantic information inside the instance is ignored (See
Fig. 1(a)/(c)). To acquire the semantic relation knowledge
for the lightweight model, we introduce a heterogeneous
teacher with a relation miner. Given the relation knowledge,
we optimize the student (lightweight model) by minimizing
our proposed relation contrastive loss.

In ReKD, we breaks “one-positive” limitation in most in-
stance discriminative methods (Wu et al. 2018; He et al.
2020; Chen et al. 2020a; Grill et al. 2020), and provides in-
formative positives from the semantic level for a better con-
trastive objective. With this objective, the student obtains
fruitful semantic knowledge from a heterogeneous teacher
in the feature space, and learns a generalized representa-
tion compared with other alternatives. Furthermore, ReKD
builds the bridge between clustering-based and contrastive-
based method for a better self-supervised visual represen-
tation learning. Besides, ReKD is an efficient parallel com-
puting method compared to recent self-supervised knowl-
edge distillation (SSKD) methods (Abbasi Koohpayegani,
Tejankar, and Pirsiavash 2020; Fang et al. 2020) that requires
a long time for pre-training an offline teacher.

Overall, the main contributions of this work include
three-fold: (i) We propose a relation knowledge distilla-
tion (ReKD) framework tailored for contrastive learning,
which also builds the bridge linking cluster-based SSL and
contrastive-based SSL. (ii) We provide some insights to
demonstrate that our relation knowledge can help mitigate
the semantic collapse theoretically. (iii) ReKD achieves a

significant boost in multiple lightweight models. Notably,
the SSL result on AlexNet almost close the gap with super-
vised learning. Meanwhile, the improvement against SSKD
also verifies our method’s effectiveness.

Related Work
Instance Discriminative learning. Instance discrimina-
tive based methods (Oord, Li, and Vinyals 2018; Wu et al.
2018) formulate a contrastive learning to learn feature rep-
resentation, which usually contrasts between one positive
and multiple negatives. MoCo (He et al. 2020) and Sim-
CLR (Chen et al. 2020a) obtain the positive from another
view generated by the data augmentation on the same im-
age and contrast them against massive negatives. All these
methods can be summarized as instance discrimination work
that regards an instance as a single class. BYOL (Grill et al.
2020) and SimSiam (Chen and He 2020) come up with
a negative-free method, which achieves a competitive re-
sult only by constraining the similarity between positives
without any negative instances. However, to our knowledge,
these instance discrimination works all have an inescapable
defect: treating all the instances as independent classes. This
deficiency may lead all the instances to be separated apart re-
gardless of whether they belong to the same semantic class
or not, which can hurt the semantic-level representation in
the model, especially in the lightweight model.

Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation aims to
transfer the knowledge learned by a larger model to a smaller
one without losing important information. Many forms of
knowledge and distillation strategies have been proposed to
explore the best way for knowledge distillation. (Hinton,
Vinyals, and Dean 2015) proposes using logits with temper-
ature to transfer the category distribution from teacher to stu-
dent as additional supervision besides the original classifica-
tion loss. (Romero et al. 2014; Komodakis and Zagoruyko
2017) distill the knowledge via feature/attention map. (Park
et al. 2019) involves the mutual relation of data samples as
the knowledge. (Chen, Su, and Zhang 2019; Park and Kwak
2020; Shen et al. 2019) propose the multi-teacher scheme to
provide diverse knowledge from different teachers to benefit
the student. Recently, some works (Abbasi Koohpayegani,
Tejankar, and Pirsiavash 2020; Fang et al. 2020) extend the
knowledge distillation into self-supervised learning, which
formulates the knowledge as the probability distribution.
To our knowledge, most of these methods rely heavily on
a powerful teacher model that requires a long time pre-
training, namely offline teacher. This offline distillation pays
little attention to the compatibility with the student and the
vast time cost brought by training a teacher. In our work,
we look into whether an online teacher can perform as well
as an offline teacher or even better. Besides, we formulate
an online relation knowledge distillation that is tailored for
semantic contrastive objective.

Clustering-based Learning. Early methods (Xie, Gir-
shick, and Farhadi 2016; Yang, Parikh, and Batra 2016;
Yang et al. 2017; Chang et al. 2017) aim at integrating clus-
tering into representation learning, which use the semantic
clustering results as the supervision to optimize the network.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of ReKD. A batch of images is fed into the heterogeneous teacher fT and student fS simultaneously.
The features from heterogeneous teacher go through a relation miner, where the online clustering strategy builds the relation
between the candidate and the input anchor through a bank of semantic prototypes. The relation topological structure from the
relation miner serves as the relation knowledge to the student for distillation. With the relation contrastive loss, the student and
heterogeneous teacher can optimize towards the semantic contrastive objective.

DeepCluster (Caron et al. 2018) uses the clustering labels
as the pseudo label to train a classification network. Lo-
calAgg (Zhuang, Zhai, and Yamins 2019) proposes the con-
cept of close neighbor and background neighbor and aims
to divide all the samples within the cluster around an an-
chor into two types. SwAV (Caron et al. 2020) treats the
label assignment as an optimal transport problem to get the
clustering result and optimize the network. Apart from the
conventional clustering, (Huang, Gong, and Zhu 2020) for-
mulates the clustering process as optimization of network in
terms of the cluster assignment constraint. Inspired by these
works, we find that the cluster-based method can provide
extra semantic information in terms of the clustering result.
Hence, in our work, we aim to leverage clustering to benefit
contrastive learning with semantic information.

Preliminary
Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation (Hinton,
Vinyals, and Dean 2015) suggests that the knowledge
transferred from an influential teacher model can provide
rich information for the student to learn. The objective
for this task is to minimize the prediction error between
the teacher and the student, which can be summarized as
Ldistill = Dist(zT , zS), where zT , zS are the representa-
tions (e.g. softmax logit or feature) from teacher and stu-
dent respectively. Dist(·) is the similarity metric. Although
some works (Abbasi Koohpayegani, Tejankar, and Pirsi-
avash 2020; Fang et al. 2020) have extended the distillation
into self-supervised learning with response-based knowl-
edge, it is still worth exploring whether this is the optimal
knowledge for SSKD.

Instance Discriminative Learning. Instance discrimina-
tive based methods (Wu et al. 2018; He et al. 2020; Chen
et al. 2020a) formulate an instance-wise contrastive objec-

tive to learn representation by contrasting the positive with
negative. For each image xi from the training set, the en-
coder f(·) maps xi to zi with zi = f(xi). Then the en-
coder is optimized by an instance-wise contrastive loss func-
tion, such as NCE (Oord, Li, and Vinyals 2018). In mean
teacher based methods (He et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020b),
z

′

i = f
′
(xi) is generated as the positive from the mean

teacher (a.k.a momentum encoder). Thus, we can rewrite the
NCE from the distillation perspective:

LNCE = −log
exp(zi · z

′
i/τ)

exp(zi · z′
i/τ) +

∑
n∈D(i)

exp(zi · zn/τ)

= log(1 +
∑

n∈D(i)

exp(zi · zn/τ) · exp(−zi · z
′
i/τ))

(1)

where D(i) is the negative feature set for instance i, and τ

is the temperature parameter. In the Eq. 1, exp(−zi · z
′

i/τ)

seeks to maximize the similarity for zi and z
′

i , which pushes
the student’s prediction zi close to mean teacher’s histor-
ical prediction z

′

i . For
∑

n∈D(i) exp(zi · zn/τ), it aims to
minimize the similarity for zi and zn, which separates the
negative samples apart. From the distillation perspective,∑

n∈D(i) exp(zi · zn/τ) · exp(−zi · z
′

i/τ) can be regarded
as the historical distillation, which aims to make the the
student mimic mean teacher’s historical prediction. In this
way, we can unify the objective in these mean-teacher based
method as learning the response knowledge from knowledge
distillation perspective.

However, the negatives in D(i) are not all correct. NCE
regards all the other instances as negatives, which unavoid-
ably involves some positives belonging to the same category.
Besides, we argue that only one positive from the historical
version can not provide sufficient information for contrastive
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objective and thus limits the potential of the student.

Method
The goal of self-supervised learning is to learn rich feature
representation at the semantic level. To achieve this, we pro-
pose the Relation Knowledge Distillation (ReKD) in con-
trastive learning, as illustrated in Fig. 2, which consists of
an online heterogeneous teacher, a relation knowledge and
a relation miner. In the following subsections, we firstly in-
troduce the online heterogeneous teacher and its role in the
whole framework in section Online Heterogeneous Teacher.
Secondly, we customize a novel knowledge named relation
knowledge to capture the semantic information, which in-
dicates the semantic positive/negative relationship mined by
the relation miner in section Relation Knowledge. Thirdly,
we formulate a relation contrastive loss for student’s opti-
mization in section Relation Contrastive Loss.

Online Heterogeneous Teacher
Assumes that we have a heterogeneous teacher module fT
and a student module fS . Our objective is to make the stu-
dent module learn the representation from heterogeneous
teacher module to escape from the semantic collapse phe-
nomenon. The heterogeneous teacher and the student use
architectures from different families to ensure the superior
feature representation in distillation. We maintain two candi-
date sets Dt = {ut

1, ..., u
t
L} and Ds = {us

1, ..., u
s
L} to store

the feature from the teacher fT and student fS respectively.
Different from the normal self-supervised knowledge dis-
tillation methods (Fang et al. 2020; Abbasi Koohpayegani,
Tejankar, and Pirsiavash 2020), we explore the online mech-
anism for the teacher. In our online heterogeneous teacher,
the teacher evolves simultaneously in the distillation stage,
which is more parallelly efficient.

Relation Knowledge
To alleviate the effect of semantic collapse brought by re-
sponse knowledge that neglects the relation between in-
stances and limits to historical positive, we try to explicitly
model the semantic relation to introduce more diverse pos-
itives. To achieve this, we formulate a relation knowledge,
which captures the semantic positive/negative relationship
for each pair of anchor zi from the mini-batch and the can-
didate uj from the candidate set Dt. The relation is inferred
by relation miner (see Fig. 3) in the heterogeneous teacher’s
embedding space. Then, the relation is transferred to student
as the guidance for contrastive objective. To achieve this, we
maintain a semantic prototype bank P = {p1, ..., pM}, each
prototype in the bank represents an independent semantic
category learned by the model. The prototypes are initialized
by spherical k-means clusters’ centroids at the beginning of
the training. After obtaining the prototype bank, the relation
miner is then evolved by connection step and update step
alternatively.

Connection. In this step, we take the prototype in P as the
reference to mine the relation between embeddings. Given
an anchor embedding zi and a candidate embedding uj , we
can calculate the pairwise similarity for both embeddings

Connection

Input

Prototype Anchor Candidate

Update

Figure 3: Illustration of Relation Miner. Given a list of in-
put anchors, the relation miner connects candidates with an-
chors by prototype bank and updates prototype bank alter-
nately during the whole training stage.

with prototype pk. For simplicity, we denote the anchor and
candidate embedding uniformly as e, then we assign the em-
bedding e to the prototype assignment Q(e) as follows:

Q(e) =

{
argmax

k
S(e, pk), max{S(e, pk)|pk ∈ P} ≥ θ

−1, otherwise
(2)

where S(e, p) denotes the similarity for each embedding-
prototype pair. Note that if the maximum similarity is lower
than θ (a threshold hyperparameter), we attribute to proto-
type -1, which means this embedding fails in matching any
prototypes.

After assigning the anchor and candidate with the corre-
sponding prototype, we define the relation for each anchor-
candidate pair. We define it as positive pair if the anchor and
candidate have the same prototype assignment Q, otherwise
we match them as negative pair. Thus, for each pair, we ob-
tain a relation (positive or negative). This relation is the core
of relation knowledge for further distillation, which contains
the semantic information based on the semantic prototype
retrieval. Then, we can form the positive set P (i), and the
negative set N(i) for anchor zi, which is inferred by the re-
lation miner. With this semantic relation, we can introduce
diverse semantic positives for student, rather than limits to
the low-level historical positive in the optimization.

Update. In this step, we momentum updates the proto-
types simultaneously rather than keep frozen or re-initial
frequently. In each mini-batch, we update the feature of the
anchor zi into assigned prototype pk in terms of Eq. 3:

pk ← (1−m)zi +mpk m = 1− (1− β) · S(zi, pk) (3)

where m is the similarity-based coefficient controlling the
weight of the anchor embedding when updating the proto-
type. The range of m is [β,1], where β is usually set to a
large value to ensure the prototypes to be stable and robust
to unexpected noises.

Relation Contrastive Loss
Based on the relation knowledge (i.e., P (i) and N(i)) pro-
duced by the relation miner, we propose our overall relation-
wise contrast objective, namely relation contrastive loss,
which is a more generalized contrastive loss allowing for
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multiple positive based on relation. Unlike the historical dis-
tillation in Eq. 1, where the student only seeks to maximize
the likelihood for historical positive ui from mean teacher
with respect to all negatives un in N(i), our relation con-
trastive loss enforce a relation distillation to maximize the
likelihood for all semantic positive up in P (i) with respect
to all negatives un in N(i), which proves to be a more rea-
sonable optimization from semantic perspective.

LRelCon=log(1+
∑

n∈N(i)

exp(zi ·un/τ)·
∑

p∈P (i)

exp(−zi ·up/τ))

(4)
With this semantic relation knowledge, the self-

supervised model can involve the semantic information
and learn more generalized representation in contrast to
instance-wise contrast methods, which can solve the seman-
tic collapse efficiently. In the following subsection, we the-
oretically prove why the heterogeneous teacher and our re-
lation knowledge work.

Theoretical Analysis on ReKD

To prove how the relation knowledge benefits in ReKD, we
firstly delve into the contribution of positives and negatives
in Eq. 4:

LRelCon = log(1 +
∑

n∈N(i)

exp(sn) ·
∑

p∈P (i)

exp(−sp))

(5)
where sp = zi · up/τ , sn = zi · un/τ and N(i), P (i)
represent the negatives and positives set. Compared with
original LNCE in Eq. 1, we observe that the LRelCon in-
volves more positives rather than only the historical one.
From the positive and negative perspective, we disassemble
the N(i) = TN(i) + FN(i) and P (i) = TP (i) + FP (i),
where TN(i), TP (i) denote the true negatives and true pos-
itives for anchor i, FN(i), FP (i) denote the false negatives
and false positives. Then, we have the equation:

LRelCon = log

1 +

∑
n∈N(i)

exp(sn)∑
p∈P (i)

exp(sp)


= log

1 +

∑
tn∈TN(i)

exp(stn) +
∑

fn∈FN(i)

exp(sfn)∑
tp∈TP (i)

exp(stp) +
∑

fp∈FP (i)

exp(sfp)


(6)

Due to workable inequation of stp > stn and sfn > sfp,
we have the inequation:

∑
tp∈TP (i)

exp(stp) ·
∑

fn∈FN(i)

exp(sfn) >
∑

tn∈TN(i)

exp(stn) ·
∑

fp∈FP (i)

exp(sfp)

(7)
Then we apply this inequation in the Eq. 6 and have the

formula as follows:

LRelCon = log

1 +

∑
tn∈TN(i)

exp(stn) +
∑

fn∈FN(i)

exp(sfn)∑
tp∈TP (i)

exp(stp) +
∑

fp∈FP (i)

exp(sfp)


> log

1 +

∑
tn∈TN(i)

exp(stn)∑
tp∈TP (i)

exp(stp)


(8)

from the Eq. 8, the low bound of LRelCon can be treated
as the N(i), P (i) with pure true negatives TN(i) and true
positives TP (i), which indicates that the NCE with incor-
rect negatives in N(i) can be harmful in optimization. Be-
sides, we conjecture that the purity of positives TP (i)/P (i)
and the true positive number |TP (i)| is the point of con-
trastive based method.

We conclude that the more accurate the relation knowl-
edge is, the better performance the student can achieve. This
also explains the phenomenon that the supervised-based
training surpasses the unsupervised one by a large margin,
especially in the lightweight model. With this in mind, our
ReKD narrows the gap between supervised and unsuper-
vised for student efficiently, which also mitigates the seman-
tic collapse. Furthermore, the experiments in section Per-
formance of Relation Knowledge (in Appendix) support this
theoretical analysis.

Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of ReKD by
a standard linear evaluation protocol compared with main-
stream SSL and SSKD methods.

Representation Training Setting
In experiments, we validate our algorithm on multi-
ple backbones: AlexNet, MobileNet-V3, ShuffleNet-V2,
EfficientNet-b0 and ResNet-18. To enable a fair compari-
son, we replace the last classifier layer with an MLP layer
(two linear layers and one ReLU layer). The dimension of
the last linear layer sets to 128. For efficient clustering, we
adopt the GPU k-means implementation in faiss (Johnson,
Douze, and Jégou 2019). M sets to 1000 as default to model
the dataset’s semantic distribution (ablation of M refers to
appendix).

Representation Evaluation with Self-supervised
Method
To evaluate the representation, we freeze the features of the
encoder of the self-supervised pre-trained model and train a
single classifier layer (a fully connected layer followed by
a softmax). All the hyperparameters of linear evaluation are
strictly kept aligned with the implementations in (Chen et al.
2020b).

To compare with other self-supervised methods on
lightweight model, we report the accuracy of AlexNet on
ImageNet in Tab.1, where ReKD use ResNet-50 as teacher
and AlexNet as student. It is worthy to note that ReKD
achieves a significant 7.2% improvement than MoCov2
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Method Conv1 Conv2 Conv3 Conv4 Conv5
Supervised 19.3 36.3 44.2 48.3 50.5

DeepCluster 12.9 29.2 38.2 39.8 36.1
NPID 16.8 26.5 31.8 34.1 35.6
LA 14.9 30.1 35.7 39.4 40.2
ODC 19.6 32.8 40.4 41.4 37.3
Rot-Decouple 19.3 33.3 40.8 41.8 44.3
MoCov2 † 17.4 27.7 38.1 40.6 42.9
SimCLR † 6.0 30.9 37.7 42.0 40.3
BYOL † 7.4 32.0 39.7 43.9 44.7
SwAV † 11.4 29.4 34.5 40.4 44.2
SimSiam † 17.3 26.8 37.6 39.8 44.5

ReKD (ours) 16.3 33.0 42.9(+3.2) 48.1(+4.2) 50.1(+5.4)

Table 1: ImageNet test accuracy (%) using linear classifica-
tion on different self-supervised learning methods. † denotes
the result reproduced by us on AlexNet backbone.

baseline, which is the first work comparable with the su-
pervised learning. The improvement implies that our ReKD
obviously mitigates semantic collapse in lightweight model
and that the relation knowledge may role as semantic label
in supervised contrastive learning.

To demonstrate that the ReKD can be generalized
on different light backbones with types of large mod-
els(heterogeneous teachers). We use AlexNet, MobileNet-
V3, ShuffleNet-V2, EfficientNet-b0 and ResNet-18 as
lightweight models, and use ResNet-50 and ResNet-101
as large model. Tab.3 shows that all lightweight models
achieve a consistent and significant improvements, where
EfficientNet-b0 increases almost 25% top-1 accuracy. This
result validates that ReKD is an effective method, that can
also be implemented with various lightweight models and
large models (heterogeneous teachers) in a flexible way.

Method Student ImageNet Acc.
Top-1 Top-5

Supervised AlexNet 50.5 –

CC AlexNet 37.3 –
SEED ∗ AlexNet 44.7 69.0
CompRess † AlexNet 46.8 71.3
ReKD (ours) AlexNet 50.1(+3.3) 74.4(+3.1)

SEED R-18 57.6 81.8
ReKD (ours) R-18 59.6(+2.0) 83.3(+1.5)

SEED Mob-v3 55.2 80.3
ReKD (ours) Mob-v3 56.7(+1.5) 81.2(+0.9)

SEED Eff-b0 61.3 82.7
ReKD (ours) Eff-b0 63.4(+2.1) 84.3(+1.6)

Table 2: ImageNet test accuracy (%) using linear classi-
fication on different self-supervised knowledge distillation
methods. ∗ indicates the result is reproduced by us. † de-
notes the result reproduced in the same architecture for fair
comparison.

Representation Evaluation with Self-supervised
Knowledge Distillation Method
To prove the effectiveness of ReKD, we conduct exper-
iments with all the offline SSKD methods (Fang et al.

2020; Abbasi Koohpayegani, Tejankar, and Pirsiavash 2020;
Noroozi et al. 2018) on the same backbone (AlexNet) fol-
lowing the linear classification. Note that the original teacher
used in (Abbasi Koohpayegani, Tejankar, and Pirsiavash
2020) is MoCov2 with ResNet-50 pre-trained 800 epochs
offline. For a fair comparison, we change the teacher of Mo-
Cov2 with ResNet-50 of 200 epochs pre-trained model to
compare with ReKD. In Tab.2, our ReKD outperforms all
the SSKD methods on AlexNet.

Further Analysis
In this section, we analyze ReKD from different perspec-
tives.

Ablation for Components
In Tab.4, we report the impact of applying heterogeneous
teacher on the selected method (Fang et al. 2020) (Tab.4.b)
and our method (Tab.4.c). The baseline (Tab.4.a) is Mo-
Cov2 (Chen et al. 2020b) using a mean teacher to guide
the student. We see that an extra heterogeneous teacher can
boost the performance by a significant margin of 2.3% on
Top-1 Acc. With the relation knowledge we propose, the per-
formance can be further improved by 7.2%. This validates
our ReKD with relation knowledge can break the semantic
collapse, which also help learn a generalized representation.

Response Knowledge vs. Relation Knowledge
To prove the effectiveness of our relation knowledge, we
compare it with a response knowledge-based method (Fang
et al. 2020) under the same offline teacher setting. We see
that in Tab.5, the method using the relation knowledge with
an offline teacher can improve 2.4% points compared to the
response knowledge with an offline teacher. The improve-
ment suggests that the relation knowledge would be a bet-
ter choice when considering knowledge in SSKD. This also
implies that the student may benefit from numerous and ac-
curate semantic positive samples connected by the relation
knowledge, which is ignored by response knowledge (Fang
et al. 2020; Abbasi Koohpayegani, Tejankar, and Pirsiavash
2020). This result also supports the theoretical analysis in
the previous section How Relation Knowledge benefits.

Online Teacher vs. Offline Teacher
We do an ablation study of the online/offline teacher on
ReKD. As for the offline teacher case, we first train the
teacher with 200 epoch and freeze all the trainable param-
eters during distillation. For the online teacher case, both
teacher and student update simultaneously. In Tab.5, we ob-
serve that online teacher cases outperform all the offline
teacher cases, which suggests the potential of online teacher
in SSKD. The same conclusion is observed in Deep Mu-
tual Learning (Zhang et al. 2018). Intuitively, under the of-
fline paradigm, the huge performance gap between teacher
and student may lead to instability and low convergence
for the student. Our online teacher can alleviate this and
provide a proper curriculum for the student. Besides, this
online teacher mechanism can save much time compared
with normal offline SSKD methods, since the offline teacher
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Method Alex Mob-v3 Shuff-v2 Eff-b0 R-18
Teacher T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5

Supervised – 50.5 75.2 75.4 77.5 69.8
Self-supervised

– 42.9 66.4 35.3 61.0 52.0 75.8 38.6 65.3 53.3 78.4
MoCov2

ReKD (ours) R-50 (67.6)
50.1 74.4 56.7 81.2 61.9 83.8 63.4 84.3 59.6 83.3
+7.2 +8.0 +21.4 +20.2 +9.9 +8.0 +24.8 +19.0 +6.3 +4.9

ReKD (ours) R-101 (69.7)
50.8 75.1 59.6 83.1 63.6 84.9 65.0 85.7 59.7 83.9
+7.9 +8.7 +24.3 +22.1 +11.6 +9.1 +26.4 +20.4 +6.4 +5.5

Table 3: ImageNet test accuracy (%) using linear classification on multiple student architectures. T-1 and T-5 denote Top-1
and Top-5 accuracy using linear evaluation. First column denotes the different methods using for training. Second column
indicates Top-1 accuracy of teacher networks in MoCov2 self-supervised learning. First row indicates the student networks,
while second row shows the supervised performances of student networks. Third row denotes the self-supervised baseline with
MoCov2. Note, all the methods are trained for 200 epochs.

Method Heterogeneous Relation ImageNet Acc.
Teacher Knowledge Top-1 Top-5

a 42.9 66.4
b

√
45.2 69.1

c
√ √

50.1(+4.9) 74.4(+5.3)

Table 4: Ablation of the important components in ReKD:
heterogeneous teacher and relation knowledge. The accu-
racy of Top-1 and Top-5 is evaluated by AlexNet for linear
classification on ImageNet.

Distillation Strategy ImageNet Acc.
Knowledge Teacher Top-1 Top-5

response offline 44.7 69.0
online 45.2 69.1

relation offline 47.1 71.3
online 50.1 74.4

Table 5: Ablation of distillation strategies for knowledge
type and teacher mechanism. The result is evaluated in
AlexNet architecture for linear classification on ImageNet.

consumes an extra pre-trained time. Compared with SSL
methods, ReKD achieves much more improvement if al-
lowing the equivalent extra time cost increase. For exam-
ple, BYOL (Grill et al. 2020) costs almost 100% extra time
due to the symmetric structure while only gains +1.8% ac-
curacy improvement against MoCov2 in Tab.1. In contrast,
ReKD achieves a significant +7.2% increase on accuracy
while only takes a +118% extra time cost increase.

Why Heterogeneous Teacher has better semantic
representation
In our relation distillation, it is critically important to choose
a well-performed teacher. We analyze the feature represen-
tation on the different capacity model, such as AlexNet and
ResNet-50. We select MoCov2 as our unsupervised feature
extractor and extract all the features with different back-
bones (AlexNet and ResNet-50) from images in ImageNet,
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Figure 4: Distribution of similarity between semantic similar
pairs from different capacity of backbones.

then we measure the feature distance (i.e. cosine similar-
ity) for each pair of instance with same semantic ground-
truth label. Fig. 4 summarizes the resulting similarity dis-
tribution, where the features from the large model (ResNet-
50) exhibit large similarity, which indicates that the large
model can capture more semantic information inherently.
Also, the Mean in the figure refers to the mean similarity
value of all the pairs, which indicates the overall feature ex-
traction capacity. This result also supports the motivation (in
Fig. 1(a)/(b)) that the semantic collapse is more severe in the
lightweight model under unsupervised training. Therefore,
Heterogeneous teacher has better semantic representation.

Conclusion
We propose a Relation Knowledge Distillation (ReKD)
to alleviate the semantic collapse in most instances
discriminative-based methods. Specifically, the ReKD ben-
efits from relation knowledge, which provides the seman-
tic relation to guide the lightweight model for the seman-
tic contrastive objective. The theoretical analysis supports
our main concern about instance-wise contrast and verifys
the effectiveness of our relation-wise contrastive learning.
Our extensive experiments on SSL and SSKD benchmarks
demonstrate the effectiveness of ReKD. Furthermore, we
hope our work can raise the community’s attention to ex-
plore the efficient distillation way for the lightweight model
in self-supervised learning.
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